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NOTICE
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PUBLIC MEETING
COUNCIL ON COURT PROCEDURES
Saturday, April 22." 1995"
9:30 a.m.
Oregon State Bar Center
5200 Southwest Meadows Road
Lake Oswego, Oregon

.."

AGENDA

1.

Call to order

2.

Approval of December 10, 1994 minutes

3.

Legislative amendments to ORCP (attachment to follow)

4.

Proposed amendments to ORCP 57 (see letter and enclosures
from Judge Paul J. De Muniz--Attachment A hereto)

5.

Telephone testimony of witnesses during trial--proposed
amendments to ORCP 36 (see letter from Michael Williams
dated November 24, 1993--Attachment B hereto)

6.

Proposed amendments to ORCP 21 (see letter from former Chief
Justice Ed Peterson dated November 5, 1994--Attachment C
hereto)

7.

Proposed amendments to ORCP 36 (see letter from
Representative Kate Brown dated January 26, 1995, together
with LC 117--Attachment D hereto)

8.

Proposed technical amendment to ORCP 15 A (see Attachment E
hereto)

9.

New matters

10.

Old business

11.

Adjournment
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Re:

enate Bill 5532

Dear 'Ms. Acuff:
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I am a member of the Oregon state Bar proce;lUf~/~ Practice
Committee. I just learned that' Senate Bill e~~ is scheduled
for hearing today at 1:30 p.m. in hearing room E. I am unable
to attend the hearing because of a prior commitment. Thank
you for ,agreeing to pass on this letter to the members of the
committee, as my written input.
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The Oregon state Bar Procedure &. practice Committee very
strongly feels that the Council on Court Procedures serves an
essential function.
Composed of jUdges and lawyers, its
function is to regulate the Oregon Rules of Civil Procedure
("ORCP") to ensure fairness, internal consistency within the
ORCP, and consistency with other aspects of Oregon law. In
addition, the comments of the council on Court Procedures,
which are published with revisions of the ORCP, are useful to
lawyers in determining the precise intent of the wording of
the rules.
'
The Oregon State Bar Procedure &. Practice Committee
unanimously recommends that funding for the Council on Court
Procedures be maintained at least at the existing level.
Reduction or elimination of funding for the Council, on Court
Procedures would 'have a negative effect on individual
litigants and the practice of law in Oregon, as it would
remove a body that provides stability to the civil litigation
system.
Very truly yours,
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L<mdon. England

Daniel L. Harris, Esq. (OSB Procedure&,:Practice
Committee Chair)
,John Hart, Esq•
~L' Hic::bael Alexander, Esq.
J&a~ Holland, 'Esq.

·.,'.,»:

. r\UL J. DE MUNIZ

COURT OF APPEALS

JUDGE

THIRD FLOOR
JUSTICE BUILDING
SALEM, OREGON
9731Q-0260

February 21, 1995

(503) 986-5672
TTY (503) 986-5504

Mr. Maurice J. Holland, Executive Director
Council on Court Procedures
University of Oregon School of Law
Eugene, OR 97403
Dear Mr. Holland:
As you may know, I am the chairperson of the Supreme Court Implementation
Committee. In May, 1994, the Supreme Court established the committee to oversee
the implem.entation of the recommendations contained in the May, 1994 final report
of
upreme Court Task Force on Racial/Ethnic Issues in the Iudicial System. As
part of its charge, the Implementation Committee is monitoring the efforts of various
'entities that are affected by the recommendations contained in the Task Force Report,
providing help if necessary, and in some cases, drafting legislation designed to
effectuate a recommendation. The purpose of this letter is to request the Council's
perspective and insight on two draft bills designed by the committee to address
recommendations 7-11 and 7-12. The bills would add two provisions to ORCP 570.
Recommendation 7-11 encourages the legislature to add to ORCP 570 as a challenge
for cause any statement that suggests racial bias. Recommendation 7-12 is modeled
after the procedure established in Batson v. Kentucky, 476 US 79 (1986) and
encourages the creation of a procedure for objecting to the use of a peremptory
challenge if it is believed that the challenge was exercised solely on the basis of race. I
have enclosed a copy of the chapter of the report that includes recommendations 7-11
and 7-12.
For two years, the Oregon Supreme Court Task Force on Racial/Ethnic Issues in the
Judicial System studied our judicial system and in May, 1994 published its findings
and recommendations. Two areas of concern identified by the Task Force were the
lack of diversity on jury panels and the negative and virtually unreviewable affect
racial bias could have on jury deliberations. Regarding recommendation 7-11, the
relevant draft bill seeks to ensure that potential jurors who might be biased are
removed from the jury. The proposed addition is important given the holding in the
Oregon Supreme Court case Erstgaard v. Beard, 310 Or 486, 800 P2d 759 (1990). In
Erstgaard, the court held that a juror's statements of bias during deliberations could
not, without more evidence, be the basis for setting aside the resulting verdict.
Consequently, it appears that Erstgaard foreclosed any remedy for a jury decision
tainted by evidence of racial bias. The draft bill would guard against such a problem
..... on the front end.
.

The other enclosed draft bill seeks to eliminate the use of peremptory challenges
exercised solely on the basis of race. In Batson v. Kentucky, the United States
1- Supreme Court Implementation Committee
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Supreme Court held that the Equal Protection Clause of the Fourteenth Amendment
forbids prosecutors from challenging prospective jurors solely on account off their
race. In Batson, the party objecting to the peremptory challenge must prove that the
challenge was exercised solely on the basis of race. The Task Force modified the
procedure. In recommendation 7-12, the party seeking the peremptory challenge has
the burden of proving that it was not exercised solely on the basis of race,
The Implementation Committee further improved recommendation 7-12 in the
following way. Recommendation 7-12 provided that if the court sustained an
objection to the use of a peremptory challenge, a mistrial would result. The
committee's bill changed the provision to provide that if the court sustained the
objection, the peremptory would be disallowed, The change avoids the need to select
an entirely new jury,
I look forward to your response. Thank you for your help and support in this matter.
If you have any questions, please call.
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Paul J.

e Muruz

Enclosures
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DRAFT
(Recommendation 7-11)

1/31/95
SUMMARY
"

Allows challenge to juror for cause if juror makes any statement
suggesting prejudice against a racial or ethnic group.
1

A BILL FOR AN ACf

2

Relating to jury selection; creating new provisions; and amending ORCP 570

3

and ORS 136.210.

4

Be It Enacted by the People of the State of Oregon:

5

SECflON 1. ORCP 57 D is amended to read:

6

D. Challenges.

7

D(l) Challenges for cause; grounds. Challenges for cause may be taken

8

on anyone or more of the following grounds:
D(l)(a) The want of any qualifications prescribed by ORS 10.030for a

9
~,

,"'~,

10

person eligible to act as a juror.
D(l)(b) The existence of a mental or physical defect which satisfies the

11

12

court that the challenged person is incapable of performing the duties of a

13

juror in the particular action without prejudice to the substantial rights of the

14

challenging party.

15

D(l)(c) Consanguinity or affinity within the fourth degree to any party.

16

D(l)(d) Standing in the relation of guardian and ward, physician and

17

patient, master and servant, landlord and tenant, or debtor and creditor, to

18

the adverse party; or being a member of the family of, or a partner in business

19

with, or in the employment for wages of, or being an attorney for or a client

20

of, the adverse party; or being surety in the action called for trial, or otherwise,

21

for the adverse party.
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D(I)(e) Having served as a juror on a previous trial in the same action,

2

or in another action between the same parties for the same cause of action,

3

upon substantially the same facts or transaction.

4
5

D(l)(f) Interest on the part of the juror in the outcome of the action, or
the principal question involved therein.

6

D(l)(g) Any statement by the juror that shows prejudice on the part of

7

the juror against a racial or ethnic group if the party challenging the juror is a

8

member of the racial or ethnic group or intends to call witnesses who are

9

members of the racial or ethnic group.

10

~;

[D(1)(g)] D(l)(h) Actual bias, which is the existence of a state of mind

11

on the part of the juror, in reference to the action, or to either party, which

12

satisfies the court, in the exercise of a sound discretion, that the juror cannot

13

try the issue impartially and without prejudice to the substantial rights of the

14

party challenging. A challenge for actual bias may be taken for the cause

15

mentioned in this paragraph, but on the trial of such challenge, although it

16

should appear that the juror challenged has formed or expressed an opinion

17

upon the merits of the cause from what the juror may have heard or read,

18

such opinion shall not of itself be sufficient to sustain the challenge, but the

19

court must be satisfied, from all the circumstances, that the juror cannot

20

disregard such opinion and try the issues impartially.

21

D(2) Peremptory challenges: number. A peremptory challenge is an

22

objection to a juror for whichno reason need be given, but upon which the

23

court shall exclude such juror. Either party shall be entitled to three

24

peremptory challenges, and no more. Where there are multiple parties

25 -....plaintiff
or defendant in the case or where cases have been consolidated for
.
26 trial, the parties plaintiff or defendant must join in the challenge and are

27

limited to a total of three peremptory challenges, except the court, in its

2- ICS
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1

discretion and in the interest of justice, may allow any of the parties, single or

2

multiple, additional peremptory challenges and permit them to be exercised

3

separately or jointly.
D(3) Conduct of peremptory challenges. After the full number of

4

,

5

jurors have been passed for cause, peremptory challenges shall be conducted

6

as follows: the plaintiff may challenge one and then the defendant may

7

challenge one, and so alternating until the peremptory challenges shall be

8

exhausted.. After each challenge, the panel shall be filled and the additional

9

juror passed for cause before another peremptory challenge shall be exercised,

10

and neither party is required to exercise a peremptory challenge unless the

11

full number of jurors are in the jury box at the time. The refusal to challenge

12

by either party in the order of alternation shall not defeat the adverse party of

13

such adverse party's full number of challenges, and such refusal by a party to

14

exercise a challenge in proper turn shall conclude that party as to the jurors

15

once accepted by that party, and if that party's rights of peremptory challenge

16

be not exhausted, that party's further challenges shall be confined, in that

17

party's proper turn, to such additional jurors as may be called. The court may,

18

for good cause shown permit a challenge to be taken to any juror before the

19

jury is completed and sworn, notwithstanding the juror challenged may have

20

been theretofore accepted, but nothing in the subsection shall be construed to

21

increase the number of peremptory challenges allowed.

22

SECI10N 3. ORS 136.210 is amended to read:

23

136.210. (1) Except as provided in subsection (2) of this section, in

24

criminal cases the trial jury shall consist of 12 persons unless the parties

25

consent to a less number. It shall be formed, except as otherwise provided in

26

ORS 136.220 to 136.250, in the same manner provided by ORCP 57 B, D (1)(a),

27

D(I)(b), D(l)(g), D(l)(h) and E. When the full number of jurors has been

3- ICS
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1

called, they shall thereupon be examined as to their qualifications, first by the

2

court, then by the defendant and then by the state. After they have been

3

passed for cause, peremptory challenges, if any, shall be exercised as provided

4

in ORS 136.230.

(2) In criminal cases in the circuit courts in which the only charges to

5
6

be tried are misdemeanors, the trial jury shall be selected, shall contain the

7

same number of jurors and shall determine its verdict as provided by law for

8

trial juries in criminal cases in the district courts.
SECTION 4. The amendments to ORCP 570 apply only to jurors sworn

9
10

on or after the effective date of this Act.
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DRAFT
(Recommendation 7-12)

1/31/95
SUMMARY

Establishes procedure for objecting to the exercise of a peremptory
challenge if the objecting party believes the party exercising the peremptory
challenge is doing so on the basis of the juror's race or ethnicity.
1

A BILL FOR AN ACT

2

Relating to jury selection; creating new provisions; and amending ORCP 570

3

and ORS 136.230.

4

Be It Enacted by the People of the State of Oregon:

,

5

SECTION 1. ORCP 57 D is amended to read:

6

D. Challenges.

7

D(I) Challenges for cause: grounds. Challenges for cause may be taken

8

on anyone or more of the following grounds:
D(I)(a) The want of any qualifications prescribed by ORS 10.030 for a

9
~,

10

person eligible to act as a juror.
D(I)(b)The existence of a mental or physical defect which satisfies the

11

12

court that the challenged person is incapable of performing the duties of a

13

juror in the particular action without prejudice to the substantial rights of the

14

challenging party.

15

D(I)(c) Consanguinity or affinity within the fourth degree to any party.

16

D(I)(d) Standing in the relation of guardian and ward, physician and

17

patient, master and servant, landlord and tenant, or debtor and creditor, to

18

the adverse party; or being a member of the family of, or a partner in business

19

with, or in the employment for wages of, or being an attorney for or a client

20 ."'of,'the adverse party; or being surety.in the action called for trial, or otherwise,
21

for the adverse party.
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D(I)(e) Having served as a juror on a previous trial in the same action,

2

or in another action between the same parties for the same cause of action,

3

upon substantially the same facts or transaction.

4
5

D(I)(f) Interest on the part of the juror in the outcome of the action, or
the principal question involved therein.

6

.,.

~,.

D(I)(g) Actual bias, which is the existence of a state of mind on the part

7

of the juror, in reference to the action, or to either party, which satisfies the

8

court, in the exercise of a sound discretion, that the juror cannot try the issue

9

impartially and without prejudice to the substantial rights of the party

10

challenging. A challenge for actual bias may be taken for the cause

11

mentioned in this paragraph, but on the trial of such challenge, although it

12

should appear that the juror challenged has formed or expressed an opinion

13

upon the merits of the cause from what the juror may have heard or read,

14

such opinion shall not of itself be sufficient to sustain the challenge, but the

15

court must be satisfied, from all the circumstances, that the juror cannot

16

disregard such opinion and try the issues impartially.

17

0(2) Peremptory challenges: number. A peremptory challenge is an

18

objection to a juror for which no reason need be given, but upon which the

19

court shall exclude such juror. Either party shall be entitled to three

20

peremptory challenges, and no more. Where there are multiple parties

21

plaintiff or defendant in the case or where cases have been consolidated for

22

trial, the parties plaintiff or. defendant must join in the challenge and are

23

limited to a total of three peremptory challenges, except the court, in its

24

discretion and in the interest of justice, may allow any of the parties, single or

25

m~tiple, additional

26

separately or jointly.

peremptory challenges and permit them to be exercised
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D(3) Conduct of peremptory challenges. After the full number of

2

jurors have been passed for cause, peremptory challenges shall be conducted

3

as follows: the plaintiff may challenge one and then the defendant may

4

challenge one, and so alternating until the peremptory challenges shall be

5

exhausted. After each challenge, the panel shall be filled and the additional

6

juror passed for cause before another peremptory challenge shall be exercised,

7

and neither party is required to exercise a peremptory challenge unless the

8

full number of jurors are in the jury box at the time. The refusal to challenge

9

by either party in the order of alternation shall not defeat the adverse party of

10

such adverse party's full number of challenges, and such refusal by a party to

11

exercise a challenge in proper turn shall conclude that party as to the jurors

12

once accepted by that party, and if that party's rights of peremptory chal1enge

13

be not exhausted, that party's further challenges shall be confined, in that

14

party's proper tum, to such additional jurors as may be called. The court may,

15

for good cause shown permit a chal1enge to be taken to any juror before the

16

jury is completed and sworn, notwithstanding the juror challenged may have

17

been theretofore accepted, but nothing in the subsection shall be construed to

18

increase the number of peremptory challenges allowed.

19

(O)(4)(a). Prohibited use of peremptory challenge. A party in a civil or

20

criminal trial may not exercise peremptory challenges primarily on the basis

21

that jurors to be challenged belong to a particular cognizable group with

22

respect to race or etbnicity. Courts shall presume that a peremptory challenge

23

does not violate this subsection, but the presumption may be rebutted in the

24

manner provided by this section.
(O)(4)(b) If a party believes that the adverse party is exercising a

25

26

peremptory challenge on a basis prohibited under subsection (a) of this

27

section, before the court excuses a juror souzht to be challenged peremptorily,
ATTACHMENT A-9
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1

the party, outside the presence of the jury, must, at that time, object to the

2

other party's use of the peremptory challenge. The party making the

3

objection has the burden of establishing:

4
5

(D)(4)(b)(1) That the prospective juror sought to be excluded belongs to
a cognizable group with respect to race or ethnicity; and

6

(D)(4)(b)(2) That there is a likelihood that the adverse party has

7

challenged the potential juror primarily on the basis that the juror belongs to

8

the cognizable group.

9

)lR,.

(D)(4)(c) If the court finds that there is a likelihood that the adverse

10

party challenged a prospective juror primarily on the basis that the juror

11

belongs to the cognizable group, the burden shifts to the adverse party to

12

show that the peremptory challenge in question was not exercised primarily

13

on the basis that the prospective juror belongs to a cognizable group. If the

14

adverse party fails to meet the burden of justification as.to the questioned

15

challenges, the presumption that the challenges do not violate subsection (a)

16

of this section is rebutted.

17

(D)(4)(d) If the court finds that the adverse party challenged a

18

prospective juror primarily on the basis that the juror belongs to the

19

cognizable group, the peremptory challenge shall be disallowed.

20

SECTION 2. ORS 136.230 is amended to read:

21

136.230. (1) If the trial is upon an accusatory instrument in which one

22

or more of the crimes charged is punishable with imprisonment in a

23

Department of Corrections institution for life or is a capital offense, both the

24

defendant and the state are entitled to 12 peremptory challenges, and no

25

more. In any other trial, both are entitled to six,

26
27

(2) Peremptory challenges shall be taken in writing by secret ballot as

follows:
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1

(a) The defendant may challenge two jurors and the state may

2

challenge two, and so alternating, the defendant exercising two challenges

3

and the state two until the peremptory challenges are exhausted.

4

(b) After each challenge the panel shall be filled and the additional

5

juror passed for cause before another peremptory challenge is exercised.

6

Neither party shall be required to exercise a peremptory challenge unless the

7

full number of jurors is in the jury box at the time.

8
9

ill,..

(c) The refusal to challenge by either party in order of alternation does
not prevent the adverse party from exercising that adverse party's full

10

number of challenges, and such refusal on the part of a party to exercise a

11

challenge in proper turn concludes that party as to the jurors once accepted by

12

that party. If that party's right of peremptory challenge is not exhausted, that

13

party's further challenges shall be confined, in that party's proper turn, to

14

such additional jurors as may be called.

15
16

(3) Notwithstanding subsection (2) of this section, the defendant and
the state may stipulate to taking peremptory challenges orally.

17

(4) Peremptory challenges are subject to section 1 of this 1995 Act.

18

SEmON 3. Section 1 of this Act and amendments to ORS 136.230 by

19

section 2 of this Act apply only to jurors sworn on or after the effective date of

20

this Act.
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Chapter?
Juries

ATTACHMENT A-12

Minority participation on juries. we found, is really made up of three issues. The first
involves getting minority jurors to the courthouse. The second concerns how minorities
participate on juries. The third concerns racial bias during jury deliberations.

Underrepresentation of Minorities on Jury Pools
Findings
The task force heard repeated testimony that jury pools in Oregon do not adequately
represent the racial and ethnic diversity of courts' districts. The survey sought "opinions
based on actual experience." When respondents without an opinion are eliminated, close
to 60 percent ofall respondents (and almost 75 percent ofminority respondents) declared
jury pools unrepresentative. The percentages increase slightly for both groups when the
question is whether minorities are proportionally represented on juries rather than jury

pools.
These perceptions were confirmed by an August 1993 study conducted by the Multnomah
Bar Association. The report concluded:

,.

.

-....

..

"Comparison ofcharacteristics of those who servedjury duty with
census data for Multnomah County for 1990 shows over-representation in the jury pool for those with some college or college
degrees, married people, home owners, those aged 35-74, and
whites. It thus appears that the master list from which those to
be subpoenaed are selected (created from voter registration and
D1-lV records) is not including certain groups in proportion to
their representation in the County: those under 35 and over 75,
never married people, renters, and Black and Asian cittzens,"
Report at 22.

The task force believes that similar results would be obtained if the same study were
conducted in other areas of the state. The task force, therefore, agrees with the Multnomah
-77-

78
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Bar Association Report's conclusion that attention could-and should-be directed "toward
improving the master list constructed by the Office of the State Court Administrator to
include a broader range of citizens." [d. at 22.
The extent to which minorities have been underrepresented injuries has been the subject
of considerable research. A consensus exists that "American jury systems tend to over
represent white, middle-aged, suburban, middle-class people and under represent other
groups." National Jury Project, Jurywork: Systematic Techniques § 5.01, at 5-2 (2d ed 1987),
quoted in Developments, Race and the Criminal Process, 101 Harv L Rev 1472, 1558 n 4
(1988). The failure ofjuries fairly to represent their communities is largely a function of
the selection process. Drawingjurypools from voter registration lists tends systematically
to underrepresent a number of different groups of people. National census data, for example,
reveals that 73 percent of whites are registered to vote, but only 65 percent of African
Americans and 44" percent of Hispanics are registered. Jury pools drawn from such lists
necessarily exclude minorities even before subpoenas go out.
In other states, efforts have been made to draw from additional sources to capture a larger
percentage of the eligiblejuror population. Connecticutis examining the possibility ofusing
welfare lists. Illinois includes those with state-disabled-person identification cards.
Minnesota uses a list of holders of a state identification card. Washington currently is
considering the same practice. Iowa has nsed city directories and phone company lists. New
York uses state income tax rolls.

~

In Oregon, the State CourtAdministrator prepares "master lists" from which counties select
their jury pools. The master lists are the product of the merging oflists ofregistered voters
and persons with drivers' licenses or Department of Motor Vehicle identification cards.
When a county notifies the State Court Administrator that it needs a particular number
ofjurors, a randomly selected list ofjurors from a county's combined list is generated. From
that list, courts draw their own lists ofpersons to subpoenafor jury service. Subpoenas are
sent by mail. A large percentage of those who are sent the subpoenas (more than halfin
Multnomah County, for example) receive a deferral or an excuse from serving. These excuses
are based on medical reasons, financial hardship, the need to care for small children,
busin~ss'hardship or other reasons. Some of those sent subpoenas do n~t respond at all. A
relativelY small percentage ofthose summoned (13 percent in Multnomah County) actually
appear tor service. Those that do show up are asked to serve jury terms of un to 30 davs.
although frequently their actual days of service may be much fewer.
ATTACHMENT A-13
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The Multnomah Bar Report also concluded that «one is five times as likely to encounter a
person of Hispanic origin in the group that was subpoenaed, but did not serve, as <pJ-e is to
encounter a person of Hispanic origin in the group that served in the jury pool."
In addition to the fact that subpoenas are not enforced, other problems contribute to the
disparity between those who are subpoenaed and those who actually serve. Some potential
jurors seek to be excused-and are excused-from jury duty because it is too onerous for
them. Jurors are too readily excused for reasons that are not legitimate, a point made several
times by witnesses before the task force.
The service period in many counties is too lengthy and disruptive. Nationally, the trend is
toward the one-day/one-trial system, described in detail in the Multnomah Bar Report at
23-26. We note this recommendation by the Oregon Trial Lawyers Association (Trial
Lawyer, November 1993, page 2):

"Makejury seroice rewarding, by pushing for a one trial/one day
rule... [and] by raising the per diem, lunch, parking and mileage
allowance." (Emphasis in original.)
In addition, juror compensation is inadequate. (Jurors currently receive $10 per day, plus
~

mileage at eight cents per mile. ORS 10.060, 10.065.) Many jurors are not used efficiently
during their service, too often waiting in master jury rooms with nothing to do. This causes
frustration and dissatisfaction (which no doubt is communicated to other potential jurors
in the community).

Recommendations

,

Recommendation Number 7-1
Pursuant to authority granted by ORS 10.215(1), the ChiefJustice should increase
the number of minorities on the source list of persons called to serve on juries
and implement changes permissible under existing law. Such changes might
include .the use of public utility customer lists, city directories, tribal rolls and
income tax lists.
Estimated date for implementation to be completed: January 1, 1995.
Estimated cost of implementation: Minimal.
ATTACHMENT A-14
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Recommendation Number 7-2
The 1995 LeglHlative Assembly should consider legislation to change the method
of selecting persons to be included in the "source list" for possible jury service
in order to include more minorities in the jury pooL
Estimated date for implementation to be completed: July 1, 1995.
Estimated cost of implementation: Minimal.

Recommendation Number 7-3
The Chief JUHtice, presiding judges, State Court Administrator and trial court
administrators should shorten jury terms and implement one-daytone-trial
practices Wh{lrever practicable.
Estimated date for implementation to be completed: July 1, 1995.
Estimated cost of implementation: Unknown.

Recommendation Number 7-4
ORS 10.060 Ilhould be amended to increase juror compensation..This change has
also been P"oposed by the Multnomah Bar Report. In view of the financial
exigencies r"ced by the state, such legislation would be more likely to receive
legislative Rl'Proval if combined with other procedural changes (such as the onetriallone-da)' system), if it can be demonstrated that more efficient use ofjurors
would pUnil\\ize the total cost of an increase in juror compensation.
Estimated date for implementation to be complete: July I, 1995.
Estimatect cost of implementation: Modest.

ATTACHMENT A-15
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Recommendation Number 7-5
The Judicial Department (either the Chief Justice or presiding judges) should
promulgate guidelines for stricter enforcement ofexcuse and deferral rules. The
task force believes that excuses should be the exception, not the rule, and that
service should be deferred rather than excused altogether.
Estimated date for implementation to be complete: January 1, 1995.
Estimated cost of implementation: Minimal.
Note: With stricter policies for excusing and deferring juror service, fewer jurors could be
summoned, with resultant reduction in cost.

Recommendation Number 7-6
The State Court Administrator or trial court administrators should implement
a follow-up procedure.to contact jurors who do not respond to the subpoena.
Estimated date for implementationto be complete: January 1, 1995.
Estimated cost of implementation: Minimal.
ATTACHMENT A-16

Recommendation Number 7-7

f

The Oregon State Bar, with the cooperation of the Office of the State Court
Administrator and the Judicial Department, should be asked to lead an intensive
public relations and education effort across the state, appropriate for all media,
regarding the importance and significance ofjury service, the critical importance
ofeach individualjuror, and the role juries play in ourjudicial system. In addition
to such general themes, an effort should be made to communicate specific
information, including the length of required service, the amount of compensation, and the fact that an employer may not retaliate when absence from the
job is attributable to jury service. Local television and radio stations may be able
to assist with the development of public service announcements or short
programs. Other professional organizations {such as the Oregon Trial Lawyers
Association, the Oregon Association of Defense Counsel. the Oregon District
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Attorneys Association. the Oregon Criminal Defense Lawyers Association and the
Oregon Minority Lawyers Association) may be interested in providing volunteer
participants, if not financial assistance.
By itself, such a public relations effort cannot succeed in increasing the diversity
ofjury panels. In combination with the other changes proposed above, however,
such a program could play an important role in improving public perceptions and
attitudes about jury service and the justice system. The program likely will
encourage participation, which increases diversity (socioeconomic as well as
racial and ethnic) on jury panels.
Estimated date for implementation to be complete: July 1, 1995.
Estimated cost of implementation: Modest.

Selection of the Jury Panel and Perceived Bias
During Deliberations
ATTACHMENT A-17

Findings
The Supreme Court of the United States has observed:

"When any large identifiable segment of the cororounity is
excluded from jury service, the effect is to remove from the jury
room qualities of human nature and varieties of human experience, the range of which is unknown and perhaps unknowable.
It is not necessary to assume that the excluded group will
consistently vote as a class in order to conclude, as we do, that
their exclusion deprives the jury of a perspective on human
events that may be ofunsuspected importance in any case that
may be presented." Petersv. Ki{f, 407 US 493, 503-04 (1972).

In ORB 10.030(1), this state has already declared its public policy:

-

"[T]he opportunity for jury service shall not be denied or limited
on the basis of race, national origin, gender, age, religious belief,
income, occupation or any other factor that discriminates against
a cognizable group in this state."

One African-American witness said, in speaking ofa criminal case, that it would have made
him feel better if he could have seen a black person on the jury. That sentiment applies
equally to civil actions. Another witness observed that people must be able to look at a jury
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and feel they are going to get a fair trial. The perception of fairness can be critical, and it
is difficult to achieve that without racial or ethnic diversity among the jurors who are
deciding a case, particularly when one of the litigants is a member of a racial or ethnic
minority. Therefore, it ill hard to overstate the significance of the lack of diversity onjury
panels or the need for effective change.
In part, that change can come about through the mechanisms suggested above for ensuring
better representation in the jury pools. In part, however, changes must be made in the
selection process.

When asked for opinions based on their actual experience, two-thirds of the survey
respondents having an opinion on the issue agreed that peremptory challenges are used
to eliminate minorities from the jury based solely on the juror's race or ethnicity. Approximately one-third of all respondents (and half of those who had an opinion on the issue)
believed that peremptory challenges are used to remove a nonminority based solely on race
or ethnicity. Among minority respondents, 87 percent ofthose who had an opinion believed
that lawyers use peremptory challenges to remove minorities. More than halfofthose who
had an opinion believed that peremptory challenges are used to remove nonminorities based
solely on race or ethnicity. Thus, while discriminatory challenges may be used to eliminate
nonminorities, they are perceived to be more frequently used to remove minorities from
thejury. Exercising peremptory challenges solely on the basis ofrace, whether thejuroris
a minority or a nonminority, should not be permitted.
The task force is also aware that more than 40 percent of all respondents (55 percent of
minority respondents) believe that a minority litigant is less likely to win a personal injury
snit. Almost 45 percent ofall respondents (almost 60 percent ofminority respondents) agree
that a minority litigant who does win is likely to receive less compensation from ajury than
a nonminority litigant would. The task force believes that these perceptions could be
, modified if jury panels were more representational and diverse. Steps should, therefore,
be taken to modify jury selection procedures in order to reduce discriminatory challenges
and achieve this objective.
In Batson v. Kentucky, 476 US 79 (1986), the Supreme Court of the United States held that
the Equal Protection Clause of the Fourteenth Amendment forbids prosecutors from
challenging prospective jurors solely on account of their race. In Edmonson v. Leesville
Concrete Co., IllS Ct 2077 (1991), the Court extended that principle to civil cases. Pointing
out that a jury "is a quintessential governmental body, having no attributes of a private
actor," the court held that "courts must entertain a challenge to a private litigant's racially
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discriminatory use of peremptory challenges in a civil trial." To summarize the Batson
process: a party who feels that an opponent's challenge is racially-based must establish a
prima facie case of purposeful discrimination-which the party can do by showing that he
or she is a member of a cognizable racial or ethnic group and that the opponent has exercised
a peremptory challenge to remove from the jury panel a member of that same group. The
burden then shifts to the opponent to provide a neutral explanation for the challenge.
Although the burden of coming forward with an explanation shifts to the opponent,
ultimately the burden of proving purposeful discrimination continues to lie with the party
who objects to the exercise of the challenge. See the summary of the rule set forth by the
Oregon Supreme Court in State v. Henderson, 315 Or I, 843 P2d 859 (1992).
The Batson IEdmonson rule is no panacea. Proving purposeful discrimination may be as
difficult as it is easy for the opponent to articulate a nondiscriminatory rationale for the
challenge. The task force believes that the Batson procedure might be a more powerful tool
for avoiding discriminatory challenges ifthe burden shifted to the proponent of the challenge
once a preliminary showing of discrimination has been made.
Some suggest that the answer to the problem posed by discriminatory peremptory challenges lies in the elimination ofperemptory challenges altogether. See, e.g., the concurrence
ofJustice Thurgood Marshall in Batson, supra, 476 US at 100-08. The task force suggests
two alternative approaches: (1) an amendment to ORCP 57D to permit a challenge of ajuror
for cause for the possible existence of bias against a racial or ethnic minority, where that
bias may affect the juror's determination on a relevant issue, and where the challenging
party can point to specific facts (from the juror's background or in answer to questions on

voir dire) that indicate such a possibility; and (2) to reduce peremptory challenges based
on race, a legislative codification of the Batson principle, with certain differences designed
to make the rule more effective.
The task force heard anecdotal reports of racial and ethnic bias playing a determinative
role during jury deliberation, and ofjurors who felt intimidated and discouraged from
reporting that fact to the court after the verdict or who believed that nothing would be done
iftliey"did report it to the court. The procedures for dealing with evidence of misconduct
duringjury deliberation appear to be limited in this state,. and present particular problems.

.

First of all, it may be impossible to ascertain whether bias has played a part in the
deliberative process. Under Oregon law, a lawyer may have no contact with a juror unless
the lawyer can demonstrate to the court a reasonable ground for believing that a juror or
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the jury has engaged in fraud or misconduct that would be sufficient to justify setting aside
the verdict. Once such a showing is made, contact with a juror can only occur in the p~ence
ofthe court and the opposing party. Uniform Trial Court Rules (UTCR) 3.120(2)(b). UTCR
3. 120(2)(b) codifies a long-standing proposition in Oregon law. It represents a public policy
decision that the risk of interference with a juror's independence and privacy, and the
finality which should be accorded to a verdict, are not outweighed by a risk of misconduct
in a jury room that will continue undiscovered unless questioning is permitted. The task
force believes that the rule represents a reasonable compromise between these interests,
and that questioning ofjurors should continue to occur in the presence of the court and only
after the court is presented with reasonable grounds for conducting the questioning.
More problematic under this model is the procedure after questioning of the jurors has:
elicited persuasive evidence of bias that tainted the deliberative process. In Erstgaard v

Beard, 310 Or 486, 800 P2d 759 (1990), the Oregon Supreme Court held that a juror's
statements during deliberation cannot, without more evidence, be the basis for setting aside
the resulting verdict. The court said:

,

"The posture a juror takes for or against a party during deliberations can always be attacked as bias; no verdict would ever
be safe if such a meaningless label could justify a new trial... In
the relatively few cases in which this court has either permitted
or required a new trial for juror misconduct that occurred during
the deliberating process, we have found none in which the
misconduct consisted solely ofjuror argument. All the cases have
involved specific acts by jurors designed...by the particular
offending jurors to give them special knowledge concerning one
of the disputed facts in the case then under consideration...[This
juror's] actions were different. She did not obtain new information relating to [defendant]. She simply disclosed the basis ofher
pre-existing bias." 310 Or at 497-98.
The task force heard troubling tales from dismayed jurors that other jurors had arguedsuccessfully-that
a particular factual determination be made solely because the party was
. -....
..
a member ofa racial or ethnic minority. Ertsgaard v. Beard would appear to foreclose any
remedy for such conduct, even ifit is disclosed to the court and the court finds that in fact
it happened. The task force, therefore, proposes legislation that would make it easier to
challenge jurors who give responses suggestive of racial or ethnic bias
ATTACHMENT A-20
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Chart for table 7-1
Respondents who agree that
"a criminal jury trial Is more 'winnable' by
prosecutors If the defendant Is a minority."
o

The main task force survey asked a series of
questions comparing the
fairness ofjuries to that
ofjudges in the treatment
of minorities. Question
lOCk) asked respondents
whether they agreed, disagreed, or had no opinion
concerning the following
statement: "A criminal
jury trial is more 'winnable' by prosecutors if
the defendant is a minority." Table 7-1 shows the
responses. (In the accompanying charts for the
following tables, column
bars are shaded according to responses that are
in the same general percentage range. with darker bars indicating greater
agreement.)

10

Minority taY¥Yets

Nonminoritylawyers

AlIlawyecs
Criminal doIoose
lawyers
Court pe<sOOnel

Table 7-1
Respondents who agree that "a criminal jury trial is
more 'winnable' by prosecutors if the defendant is a minority:'
Respondents
All respondents
Minority respondents
Nonminority respondents
Judges
Minority lawyers
Nonminority lawyers
Prosecutors
All lawyers
Criminal defense lawyers
Court personnel

Percentage who agree
30%

44
29
27
58
43
25
44
74
13
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Question 10(1) then asked respondents to comment on whether "A criminal trial WITHOUT
A JURY is more 'winnable' by prosecutors if the defendant is a minority."

Table 7-2

Respondents who agree that "a criminal trial without a jury is more
'winnable' by prosecutors if the defendant is a minority."
Respondents

Percentage who agree

All respondents
Minority respondents
Nonminority respondents
Judges
Minority lawyers
Nonminority lawyers
All lawyers
Prosecutors
Criminal defense lawyers
Court personnel

18%

33
17
11

41

26
27
10

46
8

Chart for table 7-2

Respondents who agree that
"a'crlmlnal trial without a jury is more 'winnable' by
prosecutors if the defendant is a minority:'
o

•
Noc,mlncrilyla_

AlILawy...

5

10

15

20

2S

30
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35

<40

.45

SO%

These questions asked for
responses "based on your
ACTUAL experience." The
responses indicated in
Tables 7-1 and 7-2 suggest
thatjuries are more biased
against minority defendants than are judges.
Forty-four percent of all
lawyers and 30 percent of
all respondents believed a
criminal jury trial is more
winnable by prosecutors if
the defendant is a minority. while over one quarter
(27 percent) ofall lawyers
and 18 percent of all
respondents believed a criminal trial before a judge
is more winnable by prosecutors if the defendant
is a minority. (These are
substantial percentages,
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.!
..n regard to trials of minorities by both juries and judges.) Question 10(g) of the main survey
asked for a response to the statement: "Acriminaljuzy trial is more 'winnable' by the defense

ifthe defendant is a nonminority."

Table 7-3

Respondents who agree that "a criminal jury trial is more
'winnable' by the defense if the defendant is a nonminority."
Respondents
All respondents
Minority respondents
Nonminority respondents
Judges
Minority lawyers
Nonminority lawyers
All Lawyers
Prosecutors
Criminal defense lawyers
Court personnel

Percentage who agree
35%

52
34

28
67

49
51
34
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80
18
Chart for table 7-3
Respondents who agree
that "a criminal jury
trial Is more 'wlnnable'
by the defense If
the defendant is a
nonminority."

Eighty percent of crim- .
inal defense lawyers
agreed. Asubstantial percentage of prosecutors
also agreed.

Criminal defense
Iawyere

Question lO(h) then
asked whether "A criminal trial WITHOUT A
JURY is more 'winnable'
by the defense if the
defendant is a nonminority."

,
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Table 7-4

Respondents who agree that "a criminal trial without a jury is more
'winnable' by the defense if the defendant is a nonminority."
Percentage Who Agree

Respondents
All respondents
Minority respondents
Nonminority respondents
Judges
Minority lawyers
Nonminority lawyers
Prosecutors
Criminal defense lawyers
Court personnel

20%
36
18

10
44
28
9
50
10

Chart for table 7-4
Respondents who agree that "a criminal trial
without a jury is more 'winnable' by the defense
if the defendant is a nonminorlty,"
o

5

10

15

Nonminorly

respondents

Judges

N"nmlflOlty \awye<s

Court peesonoet

!---,_...,._-er-...J

20

25

30

35

40

45
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SO%

In every category of
respondents, the perception is that, to the extent
a criminal trial is biased,
juries are more biased in
favor of nonminority
defendants than are
judges. Even so, half of
all criminal defense
lawyers; 44 percent of
minority lawyers, 36
percent of all minority
respondents and 29
percent of all lawyers
perceived bias byjudges.
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Recommendations

Recommendation Number 7-8
Every potential juror should receive an orientation (perhaps by videotape) that
not only describes the jury process, but that also includes a succinct statement
of the reasons why it is essential for every potential juror to disclose any predisposition to judge a party or assess a witness based solely on racial or ethnic
grounds.
Estimated date for implementation to be completed: July 1, 1995.
Estimated cost of implementation: Less than $25,000.

Recommendation Number 7-9
The oath given to potential jurors should include specific reference to the
obligation to disclose to the court, during the jury selection process, their own
bias against a racial or ethnic minority (including a specific group if appropriate),
and the obligation to decide the case free from ethnic or racial bias.
Estimated date for implementation to be completed: July 1, 1995.
Estimated cost of implementation: Minimal.

Recommendation Number 7-10
Prior to the voir dire examination, when requested by a party or when a court
believes it is appropriate, a trial court should conduct an initial voir dire of
po~ntialjurorsdesigned to elicit any evidence ofbias against a racial or ethnic
minority that may affect thejuror's deliberations.
.

.

~

Estimated date for implementation to be completed: July 1, 1995.
Estimated cost of implementation: Minimal.
ATTACHMENT A-25
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Recommendation Number 7-11
The Council on Court Procedures and the legislature should amend ORCP :l7D,
adding the following as grounds for a challenge for cause: any evidence which
would reasonably suggest that the juror may possibly reach a decision based in
whole or in part on racial or ethnic bias against a party or a potential witness.
Estimated date for implementation to be completed: July 1, 1995.
Estimated cost of implementation: Minimal.

Comment Unlike the other grounds for challenges for cause, this proposed basis is phrased
in terms ofa "possibility" rather than a proven fact. The task force believes that this addition
is required to preserve the integrity of the jury process by avoiding even the perception of
juror bias.

ATTACHMENT A-26

Recommendation Number 7-12
The Judicial Department should seek the following proposed legislation
(codifying Bateonllidmundsonr:

Section 1: Section 2 of this Act is added to and made a part of ORS chapter 10
orORCP57:

Section 2: (1) A p~ in a civil or criminal trial may not exercise peremptory
challenges primarily on the basis that jurors to be challenged
belong to a particular cognizable group with respect to race or
ethnicity. A rebuttable presumption exists that peremptory
challenges do not violate this subsection.
(2) H a party believes the adverse party has exercised peremptory

challenges on a basis prohibited under subsection (1) of this
section, the party so believing may move for a mistrial before the
jury is sworn and outside of the presence of potential jurors. The
moving party has the burden of establishing:
(a) That the prospective jurors excluded belong to a cognizable
group with respect to race or color; and
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(b)

That there is a likelihood that the adverse party has challenged the potential jurors primarily on the basis that they
belong to the cognizable group.

(3) If the court finds that the circumstances as presented by the
moving party create a likelihood that the adverse party is
challenging prospective jurors primarily on the basis that they
belong to the cognizable group, the burden shifts to the adverse
party to show that the peremptory challenges in question were
not exercised primarily on the basis of membership by the
prospectivejuror in a cognizable group. If the adverse party fails
to meet the burden of justification as to the questioned challenges, the presumption that the challenges do not violate
subsection (1) of this section is rebutted.
Note: This is a modified version ofa bill that was introduced in the 1993 legislative session;
it was referred to the House Judiciary Committee, where it died.
Estimated date for implementation to be completed: July 1, 1995.
Estimated cost of implementation: Minimal.

Recommendation Number 7-14
The Oregon State Bar and Oregon Supreme Court should promulgate disciplinary
rules that the use of a peremptory challenge to excuse ajuror solely on the basis
of race or ethnicity is unethical
Estimated date for implementation to be completed: January 1, 1995.
Estimated cost of implementation: Minimal.
Suggestions forimplementation: Changes in the Disciplinary Rules require concurrence of the
OreJ~()n;:;tateBar and the Supreme Court. ORS 9.490.
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Recommendation Number 7-15
The Oregon State Bar should draft a rule of professional responsibility concerning the status ofpersons. Such a rule could be patterned after the ABA Code
of Judicial Conduct 3B(6):
"Lawyers in proceedings before the court shall refrain
from manifesting, by words or conduct, bias or prejudice
based upon race, sex, or socio-economic status, against
parties, witnesses, counselor others. This section, however, shall not preclude legitimate advocacy when race,
sex, religion, national origin, disability, age, sexual
orientation, soclo-economic status, or other similar
factors, are issues in the proceedings."
Estimated date for implementation to be completed: July 1, 1995.
Estimated cost of implementation: Minimal.
Persons responsible: Oregon State Bar and Oregon Supreme Court,
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WILLIAMS & TROUTWINE, P.C.
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LEs!.lE A. KOCHER
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November 24, 1993

Mr. John Hart, Chair
Oregon Council on Court Procedures
Hoffman Hart & wagner
#1200 KOIN Center
222 SW Columbia
Portland, OR 97201

Mr. William Gaylord
1400 SW Montgomery Street
Portland, OR 97201
Mr. Michael Alexander, Member
Oregon Council on Court Procedures
Burt, Swanson, Lathen
Alexander & McCann, P.C.
suite 1000
388 State Street
Salem, OR 97301
Re:

Telephone Testimony of witnesses During Trial

Dear John, Bill and Mic:
Perhaps more than any other members of the Council, the
three of you will appreciate the importance of the issue raised
by this letter. Bob Keating and I recently tried a medical
malpractice case against each other in JUdge steve Tiktin's
courtroom in Bend. The case settled after five days of trial,
just before the jUdge was to rule on the issue I raise in this
letter. I know that Judge Tiktin would be willing to give you
his views, if the Council decides to pursue this matter.
The, issue was this: I on behalf of the plaintiff, and Bob
"Keating, on behalf of the defendant doctor, each presented one of
the two leading experts in the world on the disease at issue,
primary pulmonary hypertension. My expert, Dr. Lewis Rubin from
the University of Maryland,' flew to Bend from Baltimore on
Wednesday, November 3, traveling approximately eight hours with a
brief stopover in Indianapolis, change of planes in San
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Francisco, and a late arrival without his garment bag in Bend.
Then he had to hang around all day on Thursday while we picked
the jury and made opening statements. He finally got to testify
live before the jury for approximately two hours beginning at
3:30 p.m. He was, I think Bob will admit, extremely impressive
and knowledgeable. Immediately after his testimony, we raced him
to the Redmond airport so that he could catch a plane back to
portland, where stayed overnight in a hotel, because he had to
fly out early the next morning for Atlanta where he was
presenting three papers at the annual meeting of the American
Heart Association.
On the fourth day of trial, on Wednesday, November 10, Bob
Keating called his counter-expert, the co-author with Dr. RUbin
of the main reference work on primary pulmonary hypertension,
another very impressive and knowledgeable expert doctor from the
University of Illinois, Dr. stuart Rich. Although he and Dr.
Rubin agreed on most points, Dr. Rich raised two points which
were not covered in Dr. Rubin's testimony, either on direct or
cross, and to which I felt I had to have Dr. Rubin respond to in
order get a fair result in the case.
To give you the import of the matter, my client, who was
sitting beside me, was expected to die within 3 - 12 months by
all the experts who testified, unless she had a lung. transplant.
The main issue of causation was whether or not she would have
responded to drug therapy if the defendant doctor had read an xray report seven years earlier that diagnosed her disease. Her
disease went undiagnosed for seven years, during which time she
worsened considerably. She was an extremely attractive plaintiff
from a long-time and well respected family in the Bend area,
going up against a local doctor who was also very well respected.
It was clearly an important case.
The trial was going to conclude on Friday morning.
Thursday, November 11 was a court holiday. I phoned Dr. Rubin,
and learned there was no way I could get him to. come back out
live to testify on Friday. He had patients flying in from all
over the world to Baltimore, and other commitments, and so forth.
He was willing and able to testify either live by telephone over
a speaker in the courtroom on Friday .morning (the courtroom was
so equipped), or by perpetuation deposition on Thursday. Bob
··Keating objected to either approach, and Judge Tiktin initially
ruled that he had no discretion to permit live testimony during
trial over such an objection, under the case of Pope v. Benefit
Trust Life, 494 P2d 420 (1972) (enclosed) and under the 1993
statute allowing telephone testimony in trials by the court
without a jury.
ATTACHMENT B-2
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I argued that that case did not apply to this situation,
that we should be able to at least take a perpetuation deposition
for rebuttal under ORCP 39I, and that Keating had waived his
objection to such testimony by telephone in rebuttal because I
had mentioned it off the record in front of the jUdge a couple of
days earlier and Keating had not objected.
The jUdge did order Bob to attend a telephone deposition of
the proffered rebuttal testimony on Thursday morning, which was
done. The case settled that afternoon, so the jUdge never got to
rule as to whether I could read the testimony to the jury, or
play the audiotape.
We prepared a short brief on this issue, which we were going
to submit to the judge on Friday morning, a copy of which is also
enclosed.
During the perpetuation telephone deposition, I elicited
testimony from Dr. RUbin about the difficulty, in fact,
impossibility, of getting him to come back out for live rebuttal
testimony. A copy of the rebuttal deposition is also enclosed.
I think in this situation a party should have the absolute
right to have the witness testify either live by telephone in the
courtroom, or by telephonic deposition. The jury has already
seen the demeanor of the witness and sized him up. The expense
and time involved in getting such an important expert witness to
return for 20 minutes of testimony to a remote part of the
country is outrageously high, and in many cases, such as in my
own, a worthy claimant simply cannot do it.
The broader issue of when telephonic testimony should be
allowed other than in rebuttal situations where the witness has
already appeared, is more complex, but I think in the case of an
expert witness who has already appeared live before the jury,
such rebuttal testimony by telephone should be permitted as a
matter of right.
I am certain that any federal jUdge would have permitted
such testimony, and JUdge Tiktin would have permitted it if he
believed he had authority to do so.
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Don't you agree that this is something that Council on Court
Procedures should take up?

Yours truly,

WILLIAMS & TROUTWINE, P.C.

Michael L. Williams
MLW/co
\=IuIo<h\cocp.e02

Enclosures
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To:
From:
Re:
Date:

Maury Holland
Edwin J Peterson
Proposed change to ORCP 21
Nov 5, 1994

In the course of working on my chapter, I became convinced that
defenses of lack of jurisdiction of the person based on
insufficiency of summons or insufficiency of service of summons
should be required to be made by motion to dismiss, not
alternatively by motion to dismiss or by affirmative defense in the
answer. The reasons:
1.
Jurisdictional objections should be required to be made as
early as possible in the case.
2. Permitting such objections to be made by affirmative defense
may postpone the decision until trial. Decisions on such defenses
are not jury questions and merely clutter up the trial.
3. Peculiar burden of proof problems may arise under the current
practice. Suppose a plaintiff is anxious to get a decision on the
jurisdictional question, but the defendant has raised it only by an
affirmative defense in the answer. Suppose a plaintiff moves for
summary judgment claiming that the service is valid. The burden of
proof of establishing the affirmative defense is on the defendant.
Suppose the plaintiff rests upon the pleadings, returns and other
such matters in the file. I guess it falls upon the defendant to
show that there is an issue of fact.
(Of course, the pleadings,
returns and other matters in the file may be sufficient to raise
the legal issue of sUfficiency of summons or service thereof.)
My point, in essence, is that summary judgment is not the logical
place to decide such issues. Motion to dismiss is the proper place
to decide them.
My proposed language can be improved upon, but for starters:
4.
Amend ORCP 21A by adding, at the beginning before the word
"Every," the following:
"Except as specified in Section G, every"
5..
Amend Section G by adding this
stated: "

sentence following

"there

A defense of lack of jurisdiction over the person or
subject matter based upon insufficiency of summons or
process or insufficiency of service of summons or process
must be raised by motion to dismiss under this rule. If
not so raised the defense is waived.
ATTACHMENT C-l

6.

Strike from section G(l) the words:

"insufficiency of summons or process, or insufficiency of
service of summonS or process,"
and add the word "or" before the words "that there" on the second
line.
7. Actually, section G(l) is very ambiguous.
also strike these words:

It might be well to

"under either of the following circumstances:
(a) if the
defense is omitted from a motion in the circumstances described in section F. of this rule, or (b)"
As so amended, the defenses of lack of jurisdiction over the person
or that there is.another action pending would be waived if made
neither by motion to dismiss nor by answer.
Frankly, I lean to the view that the defense of lack of
jurisdiction over the person also should be waived if not raised by
motion to dismiss.
If the Council were to agree, an appropriate
change to my paragraphs 5 and 6 easily could be made.
Maury, after you have considered these, please give me a call or
drop me a note.
If you think that there is any merit to my
suggestions, I would write a letter to the chair of the Council so
recommending.
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House of Represenlalives
salem., OR 97310
PO Box eaess
Portiand, OR 97282

HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES
SALEM. OREGON
97310

January 26, 1995
Professor Maurice Holland
University of Oregon Law School
Eugene, Oregon 97403
Dear Professor Holland,
You will find enclosed a draft of legislation that I am prepared to submit this session.
However, I first want you to see it as I understand that the Oregon Council on Court
Procedures may also be interested in submitting such a bill. If this is the case, please
let me know. I am happy to defer.
Please call my office in Salem at 986-1413 with your response. I look forward to
hearing from you.
Thank you for your time.

Si~
Representative Kate Brown
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DRAFT
SUMMARY

Limits discovery of information on sexual conduct of alleged victim in
certain civil cases, Allows discovery after motion and hearing in specified
circumstances. Requires sanction against person who makes or opposes motion in bad faith.
1

A BILL FOR AN ACT

2 Relating to discovery; creating new provisions; and amending ORCP 36.
3

Be It Enacted by the People of the State of Oregon:

4

SECTION 1. ORCP 36 is amended to read:

5

A. Discovery methods. Parties may obtain discovery by one or more of the

6

following methods: depositions upon oral examination or written questions;

7

production of documents or things or permission to enter upon land or other

8

property, for inspection and other purposes;' physical and mental examina-

9

tions; and requests for admission.

10
11

B. Scope of discovery. Unless otherwise limited by order-of the court in
accordance with these rules, the scope of discovery is as follows:

12

B(l) In general. For all forms of discovery, parties may inquire regarding

13

any matter, not privileged, which is relevant to the claim or defense of the

14

party seeking discovery -or to the claim or defense of any other party, In-

15

eluding the existence, description, nature, custody, condition, and location

_ 16

of any books, documents, or other tangible things, and the identity and 10It is not

17

cation of persons having knowledge of any discoverable matter.

18

ground for objection that the information sought will be inadmissible at the

19

trial if the information sought appears reasonably calculated to lead to the

20

discovery of admissible evidence.

21'13(2) Insurance agreements or policies.
22

B(2)(a) A party, upon the request of an adverse party, shall disclose the
NOTE: M./I;l.ter in hotdf~efil type in an amended Se<:UQII is new;
Xew s(..<;t.i(Jll~ <fro(: if! h("df';H:(~1 tYI)e.
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1

existence and contents of any insurance agreement or policy under which a

2

person transacting insurance may be liable to satisfy part or all of a judg-

3

ment which may be entered in the action or to indemnify or reimburse for

4

payments made to satisfy the judgment.

5

B(2)(b) The obligation to disclose under this subsection shall be performed

6

as soon as practicable following the filing of the complaint and the request

7

to disclose. The court may supervise the exercise of disclosure to the extent

8

necessary to insure that it proceeds properly and expeditiously. However, the

9

court may limit the extent of disclosure under this subsection as provided

10

in section C of this rule.

11

B(2)(c) Information concerning the insurance agreement or policy is not

12

by reason of disclosure admissible in evidence at trial. For purposes of this

13

subsection, an application for insurance shall not" be treated as part of an

14

insurance agreement or policy.

15
16

B(2)(d) As used in this subsection, "disclose" means to afford the adverse
party an opportunity to inspect or copy the insurance agreement or policy.

17

B(3) Trial preparation materials. Subject to the provisions of Rule 44, a

18

party may obtain discovery of documents and tangible things otherwise

19

discoverable under subsection B(l) of this rule and prepared in anticipation

20

of litigation or for trial by or for another party or by or for that other par-

21

ty's representative (including an attorney, consultant, surety, indemnitor,

22

insurer, or agent) only upon a showing that"·th~ party seekingdiscovery has

23

substantial need of the materials in the preparation of such party's case and

24

is unable without undue hardship to obtain the substantial equivalent of the

25

materials by other means. In ordering discovery of such materials when the

26

required showing has been made, the court shall protect against disclosure

27

of the mental impressions, conclusions, opinions, or legal theories of an at-

28

torney or other representative of a party concerning the litigation.

29

A party may obtain, without the required showing, a statement concern-

30

..ing, the action or its subject matter previously made by that party. Upon

31

request, a person who is not a party may obtain, without the required

[2]
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1

showing, a statement concerning the action or its subject matter previously

2

made by that person, If the request is refused, the person. or-party requesting

3

the statement may move for a court order. The provisions of Rule 46 A(4)

4

apply to the award of expenses incurred in relation to the motion. For pur-

5

poses of this subsection, a statement previously made is (a) a written state-

6

ment signed or otherwise adopted or approved by the person making it, or

7

(b) a stenographic, mechanical, electrical, or other recording, or a tran-

8

scription thereof, which is a substantially verbatim recital of an oral state-

9

ment by the person making it and contemporaneously recorded.

10

C. Court order limiting extent of disclosure. Upon motion by a party or

11

by the person from whom discovery is sought, and for good cause shown, the

12

court in which the action is pending may make any order which justice re-

13

quires to protect a party or person from annoyance, embarrassment, op-

14

pression, or undue burden or expense, including one or more of the following:

15

(1) that the discovery not be had; (2) that the discovery may be had only on

16

specified terms and conditions, including a designation of the time or place;

17

(3) that the discovery may be had only by a method of discovery other than

18

that selected by the party seeking discovery; (4) that certain matters not be

19

inquired into, or that the scope of the discovery be limited to certain mat-

20

ters; (5) that discovery be conducted with no one present except persons

21

designated by the court; (6) that a deposition after being sealed be opened

22

only by order of the court; (7) that a trade secret or other confidential re-

23

search, development, or commercial information not be disclosed or be dis-

24

closed only in a designated way; (8) that the parties simultaneously file

25

specified documents or information enclosed in sealed envelopes to be opened

26

as directed by the court; or (9) that to prevent hardship the party requesting

27

discovery pay to the other party reasonable expenses incurred in attending

28

the deposition or otherwise responding to the request for discovery.

29

If the motion for a protective order is denied in whole or in part, the

30

court may, on such terms and conditions as are just, order that any party

31

or person provide or permit discovery. The provisions of Rule 46 A(4) apply

[3]
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1

to the award of expenses incurred in relation to the motion.

2

D. Discovery of sexual conduct of alleged victim in certain cases.

3

D(1) Limitation on discovery. In any action in which sexual

4

har-assrncrrt is alleged, or conduct that would constitute a crime under

5

ORS 163.355 to 163.427 is alleged, a party seeking discovery of infor-

6

mation relating to the sexual conduct of the alleged victim with per-

7

sons other than the alleged perpetrator of the harassment or conduct

8

must prove specific facts that establish that there is good cause for

9

seeking discovery, that the information is relevant to the subject

10

matter of the action, and that the information is admissible as evi-

11

dence or is reasonably calculated to lead to the discovery of admissible

12

evidence.

13

D(2) Order for discovery. A court may allow discovery of informa-

14

tion relating to the sexual conduct of a victim in an action subject to

15

this section only after a motion for discovery and a hearing on the

16

motion. The hearing on the motion may be held only after notice is

17

provided to the victim and may not be conducted ex parte. A motion

18

under this section may not be granted unless the party seeking the

19

discovery attaches to the motion. an affidavit stating facts showing a

20

good faith attempt by the moving party to informally resolve the is-

21

sues presented by the mot.ion,

22
23

D(3)
act in

24
25

the pe

26

re~ab

27

n

ll~uding a

orney fees.

28

SECTION 2. The amendments to ORCP 36 by section 1 of this Act

29

apply only to actions commenced on or after the effective date of this

30

Ac,t.

31
ATTACHMENT D-5
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{Attachment E to Agenda of April 22 '95 Meeting}
April 11, 1995
To:

Chair and Members, Council on Court Procedures

From: Maury Holland
Re:

Proposed Technical Amendment to ORCP 15 A

In connection with the clarifying amendment to i 5 A promulgated
last December, I noticed for the first time something in this section
which seems to me a mistake that was not addressed by the amendment.
Should not the first sentence of 15 A state: "shall be served upon each of
the parties ...." vice: "shall be filed with the clerk ...."?
The ORCP generally, like all civil rules I am acquainted with,
contemplate that service upon parties will precede, or be
contemporaneous with, filing "with the clerk within a reasonable time
after service." ORCP 9 C. I cannot think of any reason why answers,
replies or responsive motions under 15 A should be handled differently
from answers or motions responsive to complaints pursuant to ORCP 7
C(2). I realize the latter states: "the defendant shall appear and defend
within 30 days from the date of service," not: "the defendant shall serve
upon each of the parties an answer or responsive motion," but am I not
correct in thinking that the appearance and defense required by 7 C(2)
normally, if not invariably, takes the form of serving an answer or
responsive motion upon the parties, then followed by filing copies, with
certificate or affidavit of service, with the clerk? Naturally, except for
papers excluded by 9 D, anything served upon the parties must be filed
with the clerk "within a reasonable time after service."
This mistake in the current 15 A, if I'm right that it is a mistake, is
probably no big deal. As far as I know, no one has ever raised a problem
about it. Nevertheless, it seems to me worth correcting, especially since
this could be done so easily. For one thing, the way 15 A currently reads,
it.could be understood as dispensing with any need whatsoever to serve
parties, which could not have been intended and would be inconsistent
with ORCP 9 A.
ATTACHMJ:.""'NT E

